MISSION REPORT
Reported By: Glyen Ong

Mission Date: 3rd to 8th April 2015

Mission #: 82

1. DETAILS OF RECIPIENT ORGANISATION:
Organization Name: Bone South, a Barangay (village) of Aritao
In the Cagayan Valley of the Province of Nueva Vizcaya
(about 7 hour drive from Manilla)
Province: Nueva Vizcaya, in central area of the Island of Luzon
Country: Philippines

Contact Nos:

Name of Person-In-Charge:
Rosalina Garcia
Woman Counsellor
Bone South, Aritao, Nueva Vizcaya, 3704

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RECIPIENT ORGANISATION:
Bone South is one of 22 barangays (villages) in the municipality of
Location:
Aritao – with a combined population approx. 37,000 people. Predominantly a rural
area known for growing onions, mango, tomatoes, and pala, as well as for its pottery
making.
The ethnic minority called Isinai (the same term for the local spoken dialect) were the
original residents of this area. The name Aritao came from the Isinai phrase “Ari Tau”
which stands for "Our King" (ari=king & tau=our) - which refers to the legendary Isinai
Chieftain Mengal, a fierce and brave king who resisted Spanish conquest of the Isinai
territories around Ajanas and Ynordenan (the areas comprising what is now most of
Aritao).
The village of Bone South is home to 300 families, with about 1000 kids (estimates). 600
kids are expected to come to the distribution point as recipients.
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3. REASON FOR MISSION:
Our Pilipino contact Ms Rosalind Garcia makes frequent trips to the region bringing
food to donate to the poor people there.
SWAN Fund member Mr Sean Greaves will be having his wedding solemnization there,
we decided to plan this mission there to help the poor as well. SWAN Fund will be
focused on providing soft toys, stationary, new slippers and some snack to the
estimated 600 children of 300 families there.
In addition, food ration will also be distributed to the 300 families there.
4. MISSION SUMMARY:
3rd April 2015: Fly into Manila, and traveled about 7hrs to Aritao where we were hosted
to stay at Luise De Leon’s (Sean’s sister in law) residence.
4th April 2015: Went to the local market to purchase food rations, stationary, slippers
and snacks for the children and their families.
5th April 2015: Attended Sean’s Traditional Pre-Wedding Dance
6th April 2015: Attended Sean’s Traditional Wedding and Post-Wedding Feast
7th April 2015: Distribution of rations to the estimated 600 children and 300 families of
Bone South Village. Upon completing this, in the afternoon, traveled
back to Manila and RnR for the night.
8th April 2015: Fly back to Singapore.
All travel expenses for this mission are borne individually by SWAN Fund
representatives.
Total expenditure from SWAN Fund for ration donated on this mission was S$4047.50
(125472 Peso) with exchange rate of 31.
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5. LESSONS LEARNT: (IF ANY):
During the ration distribution to the families, it was observed that some of these families had
their adult members all in the queue. Though we had tried to filter these additional family
members out, it prove challenging to ensure that the original plan of 1 packet of food ration to
1 family is achieved. There were thus some concerns when the rations were depleted and some
with some still left in the queue.
Upon the team’s post mortem, we learnt that in future if that for such distributions where each
family is to receive only 1 pax of ration, we will engage the local village head/coordinator to
help us issue a voucher to each family on the earliest date upon our arrival at the location.
They will then use these vouchers to exchange for each pax of ration on the actual day of
distribution. This will ensure that every family that is planned for will receive equally what we
have prepared for them and will not go away empty handed and disappointed.

6.

THOUGHTS OF THE DAY:
Traveling with local on charitable missions have always been very interesting as we always
have the opportunities to embrace the great sceneries, cultures and food of many new places
where usually may not be visited by any paid planned vacations.
In this mission, we have again touched the lives of the needy in another country where SWAN
Fund had not visited before, in the Philippines.
We hope that with this maiden mission to this country what we will be able to continue such
missions there as the opportunity arises so as to continue Spreading Warmth to All Needy in
Philippines.
END OF REPORT **
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Acknowledgement of Volunteer Donors specifically for this mission
Donations received: S$3988.88
Sharon Ng Kiuk Yung - $100
Janet Ang Yiak Sua - $100
Kao Kar Hin - $100
Jo Lum - $20
Lee Gek Ching - $200
Serene Chua - $50
Winston Goh - $50
Michelle Lim - $150
Jeannette Yeow - $180
Lay Poh Leng - $200
Desmond Khoo - $100
Janet Ang Yiak Sua - $100
Ang Hwa Koon - $100
Sim Ah Moy - $100
Ricky Ong - $80
K.c. Tan - $80
Jasline Chua - $100
Alfie Tian Fu Pin - $200
Fanny & family - $50
Lama Live - $30
Dan Dansl - $200
Melissa Yap - $100
Amy Sng - $100
Sushi Kwan -$20
Jasmine Yeo - $50
Brian Tay -$50
Gek Choo Yeo - $50
River Kao - $50
Gina Go - $100
Esther Lim - $100
Mikey Lassino - $28.88
Vincent Ho - $100
$820
Wong Woon Meng -$100, Ng Wee Chee, Raymond -$25, Tang Yong Nui, Helen - $25, Wong Boon Sin - $15,
Lian Cheng Hwee - $50, Lim Lee Pheng - $50, Leo Ann Jwee - $50, Lim Peng Siong - $50, Toh Quee Luan $50, Poh Hak Tuang - $100, Wong Mui Soon, 王振泉, 李大妹, 王鸿才, 王鸿章, 陈记妹 - $250, Oung Hong
Chuan - $30, Chauh Kim Kooi - $25
Dawn Phang - $100
Teo Seng Ee - $30
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